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ReadyAPI is a complete solution for everyone interested in API testing and experiments' automation. The program enables access to the full API spectrum and allows for functional, security, and load testing. Moreover, it allows using different architectural styles and protocols such as REST, SOAP, GraphQL, JMS, and others. REST, performance, virtualization, and authentication methods ReadyAPI has
advanced queueing techniques that allow running simultaneous tests; therefore, it enables seamless execution and mobility. The program has a wide spectrum of features and API options. For example, you can conduct single requests or build/import entire projects. Not only does it offer the means for execution, but it also has a well-structured management system for keeping large sets of data organized. You can

centralize and organize information, create bulk assertions and validation for large sets of endpoints from your API (using the Smart Assertion feature), optimize performance by reusing previously created and executed tests, and increase protection levels by attaching security scans designed to simulate hacking techniques for stress testing your API. Integrations, data analysis, and reporting in one place The
application offers native integrations with a lot of well-known services and platforms. In the integrations tab, you can browse all the available integrations' lists. For example, you can opt for plugins for API Definitions (such as API Blueprint Plugin or RAML plugin), API Management Integrations (with JIRA, IBM API Management, Microsoft Azure API Management, Axway API Management, etc), or CI/CD -

API Test Automation (plugins such as Azure DevOps Services, Jenkins, Docker Containers, Maven, Visual Studio Team Services, etc). Besides the ones previously mentioned, the app allows installing other popular third-party extensions (such as the one for Git) and well-known enhancement plugins. In addition to these well-diversified options, one could also use ReadyAPI's reporting and data analysis charts.
Furthermore, the tool generates comprehensive and detailed reports and allows real-time tracking of the metrics of the web servers you run your tests against. In conclusion, ReadyAPI is an astonishingly-powerful tool that delivers an entire API testing ecosystem. The app has an open core plugin framework which allows connecting it with plenty of other services for delivering incredible performance and

maximum flexibility. If you need to find out more about the program, check its documentation. Total version History: Version 1.1.2 - March 20, 2020 Version 1.1
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KeyMACRO is a robust and versatile macro recording and playback solution with a wide range of features to streamline your business-critical workflows. KeyMACRO comes loaded with a built-in set of tools to help you automate repetitive tasks. Its straightforward and user-friendly interface and a plethora of features make it the ideal tool for easy configuration, automated processing, and synchronization with
local and remote servers. The package includes the following core components: - Record keys (keystrokes) with keystrokes or regular expressions. - Synchronize and edit recorded keys. - Process recordings, including batch operations (import, edit, and export). - Play keystrokes back. - Auto-capture keyboard input. - Load keys from other programs. - Create keyboard macros using imported keystrokes. - Convert

keystrokes to other formats (unicode, strings, and custom formats). - Create action programs to automate repetitive tasks. - Play, stop, edit, pause, and jump between keystrokes. - Duplicate, edit, and delete keystrokes. - Export keystrokes and recordings to files, databases, or other formats. - Send keystrokes to remote servers. - Load keystrokes from remote servers. - Load keystrokes from servers on the network. -
Export keystrokes to other programs. - Examine server states. - Examine import results. - Send and receive messages. - Export and import data from file. - View keystrokes and events on multiple computers at once. - Send and receive asynchronous messages. - Create new records in other programs. - Duplicate records. - Duplicate keys. - Delete keys. - View and update records in other programs. - Add actions to

program containers. - Test for a given keystroke combination. - Create collections. - Add multiple levels of indents. - Export to other formats. - Export as XML, CSV, and TSV. - Export to spreadsheet formats (MS Excel, Libre Office, MS Office). - Export to JSON, YAML, TSV, CSV, and XML. - Include whitespace. - Save to clipboard. - Export in bulk. - Export in zip. - Export to file. - Open file in the
browser. - Import to keystrokes and recordings. - Clone 77a5ca646e
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The app will allow you to run a full spectrum of API tests without limitations. With it, you will be able to perform a quick functional testing to your API to find and fix bugs. Moreover, you will be able to use the tool to provide a secure and high-performance environment for testing. By using the app, you will be able to test APIs for REST, SOAP, GraphQL, JMS, etc. ReadyAPI is a simple tool that helps you
create various types of tests, run them, and access results. The app enables testing for many APIs and operations, including functional, performance, security, and load testing. It also provides a lot of real-time results reporting, data analysis, and integration. The program is easy to install and operate, and it allows checking the entire API spectrum for many different protocols and architectures (REST, SOAP,
GraphQL, JMS, etc.) without limits and difficulties. It also has an open architecture for including new plugins. ReadyAPI has several features that offer ease of use and easy customization. It allows testing via a browser interface and has a special suite of management functionalities. Moreover, the program enables saving results and allows to quickly modify them. In addition to providing a full API functionality, it
supports server-side testing in a fully-integrated environment. The app allows checking whether the endpoint is responding in the right format, and it also has a means for handling performance issues. The test suite can be used for testing both single and large sets of endpoints, and the results can be shared and used in other projects. The program includes native integration with a lot of services and platforms,
enabling you to work with them via a simple browser interface. The integrations tab provides access to a lot of features that allow you to automate API testing and create a test project. In addition, the integrations list provides access to popular integrations such as API Management, CI/CD - API Test Automation, API documentation, and more. The test suite allows setting up endpoints via REST, SOAP, and
GraphQL methods and has a wide spectrum of features and methods for testing. It also has a special approach for handling the results for larger sets of endpoints. ReadyAPI is a product for anyone who needs to perform API testing for REST, SOAP, GraphQL, JMS, etc. The app has a simple and user-friendly design that allows setting up endpoints

What's New in the ReadyAPI?

ReadyAPI is a complete solution for everyone interested in API testing and experiments' automation. The program enables access to the full API spectrum and allows for functional, security, and load testing. Moreover, it allows using different architectural styles and protocols such as REST, SOAP, GraphQL, JMS, and others. REST, performance, virtualization, and authentication methods ReadyAPI has
advanced queueing techniques that allow running simultaneous tests; therefore, it enables seamless execution and mobility. The program has a wide spectrum of features and API options. For example, you can conduct single requests or build/import entire projects. Not only does it offer the means for execution, but it also has a well-structured management system for keeping large sets of data organized. You can
centralize and organize information, create bulk assertions and validation for large sets of endpoints from your API (using the Smart Assertion feature), optimize performance by reusing previously created and executed tests, and increase protection levels by attaching security scans designed to simulate hacking techniques for stress testing your API. Integrations, data analysis, and reporting in one place The
application offers native integrations with a lot of well-known services and platforms. In the integrations tab, you can browse all the available integrations' lists. For example, you can opt for plugins for API Definitions (such as API Blueprint Plugin or RAML plugin), API Management Integrations (with JIRA, IBM API Management, Microsoft Azure API Management, Axway API Management, etc), or CI/CD -
API Test Automation (plugins such as Azure DevOps Services, Jenkins, Docker Containers, Maven, Visual Studio Team Services, etc). Besides the ones previously mentioned, the app allows installing other popular third-party extensions (such as the one for Git) and well-known enhancement plugins. In addition to these well-diversified options, one could also use ReadyAPI's reporting and data analysis charts.
Furthermore, the tool generates comprehensive and detailed reports and allows real-time tracking of the metrics of the web servers you run your tests against. Final thoughts and conclusions In conclusion, ReadyAPI is an astonishingly-powerful tool that delivers an entire API testing ecosystem. The app has an open core plugin framework which allows connecting it with plenty of other services for delivering
incredible performance and maximum flexibility. If you need to find out more about the program, check its documentation. Description: ReadyAPI is a complete solution for everyone interested in API testing and experiments' automation. The program enables access to the full API spectrum and allows for functional, security, and load testing. Moreover, it allows using different architectural styles and protocols
such as REST, SOAP, GraphQL, JMS, and others. REST, performance, virtualization, and authentication methods ReadyAPI has advanced queueing techniques that allow running simultaneous tests; therefore
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System Requirements:

Supported Operating Systems: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 System Memory: 1 GB RAM Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 / AMD Phenom II x4 940 Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 / AMD Radeon RX 480 Screen Resolution: 1920×1080 (Fullscreen mode) Hard Drive Space: 2 GB available space Changelog:The Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group works to help people whose rights have been violated and
investigates cases involving such abuse, as well as assessing the overall human
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